
I’m proud to present to our valued 
clients and partners our eleventh edition 
of Signals.

Signals aims to empower business 
executives with unique insights into the 
cyber threat environment and advice on the 
strategies and controls necessary to ensure 
a robust defence.

In this issue, we turn our attention to 
credential management. We offer advice 
executives can apply to their personal use 
of technology, as well as observations for 
IT administrators to consider when setting 
policy.

I’d also like to recommend subscribers take 
a look at our compendium of advice on 
Payment Fraud released earlier this month.

We hope and anticipate our analysis will 
provide context and confidence for your 
security strategy.

Yuval Illuz 
Chief Information Security  
and Trust Officer, 
Commonwealth Bank
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    Horizon Scan
Upcoming events of interest

Sydney

Expert Exchange
Commonwealth Bank welcomes a global panel of thought leaders  

to a two-hour interactive panel session to discuss topical cyber security issues.

Tickets are strictly limited and invite-only.

Melbourne

AppSecDay
Commonwealth Bank’s Digital Protection Group will again be the principle 

(Diamond) sponsor of AppSecDay, the annual application security conference organised 
by the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP).

AppSecDay provides a forum for software developers, testers, DevOps engineers and 
security professionals to improve the security of their apps. The event features talks and 
hands-on technical workshops led by prominent Australian developers and security 
professionals.

Signals has 10 passes to give away to clients of Commonwealth Bank (up to two per 
organisation). Talk to your CBA relationship manager if you’re keen to snare them!

Tickets are otherwise between $80 and $150 from http://appsecday.io
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   Contents
Gold Coast

AusCERT Cyber Security  
Conference 2018

Australia’s oldest cyber security conference, run by a not-for-profit computer emergency 
response team. The theme of this year’s event: “Building Resilience”.  
https://conference.auscert.org.au/

May 29 
- Jun 1

2018
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Editorial Panel

In this issue, my colleague Adam Smallhorn  
and I have published a Deep Dive on credential 
management. We believe that even the strongest 
security controls are imperfect, and the tools we 
recommend consumers use are not foolproof. But 
choosing not to implement or recommend an effective 
control based only on fears that a determined actor 
can circumvent it is absolutist and defeatist. 

One imperfect control I often discuss with CBA clients 
are the simple rulesets that can limit the fraudulent 
use of your domain for sending email. We discuss this 
in detail in our Special Edition of Signals on Payment 
Fraud, released in early April.

The combination of Sender Policy Framework (SPF) 
or Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) and Domain 
Message Authentication, Reporting and Compliance 
(DMARC) rules can be a key factor in whether your 
mail gateway your domain can trivially be ‘spoofed’ 
(impersonated) in attacks against your staff or supply 
chain, and whether you have visibility of these attacks.

Despite being very simple to implement, these rules 
require fine-tuning to iron out false positives. And they 
won’t stop a capable or determined actor from finding 
other ways to attack over email. 

But these rules do impose costs on attackers at 
a trivial price to the defender. If all responsible 
organisations imposed them, the cost on attackers 
rises higher again.

These rules impose 
cost on attackers at a trivial 
price to the defender

Why imperfect controls are essential

To illustrate: the UK’s National Cyber Security Centre 
has centralised analysis of DMARC reports from 555 
public sector domains to get a more consistent view 
of the threati. Although UK public sector use of these 
rules is low by Australian standards, awareness and 
adoption is improving. The number of organisations 
with SPF policies has risen from 26.85% to 38.56% 
over the last 12 months and DMARC adoption is up 
from 5.58% to 18.3%. 

The NCSC reported that even at these low rates 
of adoption, their visibility is greatly improved – on 
average, 44.1 million emails are failing verification 
checks each month. In the month of June 2017, 
over 30.3 million spoofed mail messages were not 
delivered to end users thanks to introduction  
of these rules. 

On a personal note, this 11th edition of Signals will 
be my last as editor. I’ve greatly enjoyed this work 
and the feedback from clients and partners. I am 
confident you will continue to find it a great resource. 
I’ll continue to provide advice on my Twitter feed  
at @breditor.
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   Cyber Security:  
Trends and Observations
Key trends observed during the quarter

By the  
Numbers
DMARC rules blocked  

30.3 
million 
mail messages that 
spoofed .gov.uk addresses 
in a single month.

Google awarded  

US$2.9 
million 
in bug bounties in 2017.

Over  

4200 
websites 

infected with 
cryptomining software 
after compromise of the 
Browsealoud plug-in.

1.7Tbps
– new record for “world’s 
largest DDoS attackii.

Enterprise systems abused 
to mine cryptocurrency
As cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin hit soaring (albeit volatile) valuations, 
adversarial interest in cryptomining malware has skyrocketed. A new 
industry has emerged through 
which attackers can profit directly 
from exploitation of internet-facing 
systems by surreptitiously uploading 
cryptomining scripts. Symantec 
reports that it detected less than 
1 million coin-mining infections 
before October 2017, but over 8 
million in December 2017. A large 
number of infections detected to 
date arose from attacks on internet-
facing systems at scale, such as 
exploitation of flaws in the Apache 
Struts application framework and 
Oracle WebLogic application 
server. Personal computers 
have also been infected with this 
malware via traditional ‘drive-by’ 
download campaigns and from the 
compromise of web site plugins 
(such as BrowseAloud). Kaspersky 
Labs found 1.65 million endpoint 
(client) machines had been infected 
with hidden miners by the end of 
2017.

Cybercrime cashes in 
on crypto gold rush 
Skyrocketing cryptocurrency valuations have also made 
wallet services an attractive target for a broader range of 
attackers. A cryptocurrency wallet is a software program 
that hosts the private and public encryption keys that 
identify ownership of cryptocurrency. While attacks on 
wallet services and cryptocurrency exchanges are as old 
as Bitcoin itself, several families of malware that tamper 
with online banking sessions have been reconfigured to 
also steal currency from popular wallet services. TrickBot 
and ExoBot/Marcher both inject overlays (credential 
phishing pages) on an infected device when the user 
attempts to log-in 
to popular wallet 
services. Newly-
discovered malware 
recursively scans 
a user’s clipboard 
looking for wallet 
information (key 
material), and upon 
discovery, alters the 
text to a different 
address in the hope 
users inadvertently 
deposit 
cryptocurrency 
into an attacker’s 
account rather than 
their own. 

CHECKLIST 
•  The Australian Signals Directorate 

provides useful lists of preventative 
controls to mitigate the risk of 
malware infection. The ASD’s 
“Essential Eight’ recommends 
– among other controls - that 
organisations prioritise vulnerability 
and patch management programs to 
prevent infections.

•  Monitor CPU utilisation and network 
traffic across your organisation and 
alert on abnormalities. Systems 
showing high CPU usage or abnormal 
traffic might be suggestive of an 
infection. Expect some shocking 
power bills!

•  While cryptojacking attacks pose less 
immediate risk than ransomware and 
other destructive malware, they have 
nonetheless provided greater incentive 
for attackers to exploit internet-facing 
systems. We can predict with high 
confidence that any decline in the 
value of cryptocurrency will result in 
attackers seeking to monetise these 
infected systems in other – potentially 
more destructive – ways.

CHECKLIST 
•  Only download mobile apps from 

official app stores (Apple’s App Store, 
Google Play) or from an institution you 
trust (such as your employer).

•  Online wallets allow for access, transfer 
and spend of cryptocurrency. Hosted 
wallet services are an attractive target 
for hackers, and are largely unregulated 
– the operators of your wallet service 
should be part of your threat model. 
Consider a hardware wallet as an 
alternative - it’s basically a USB drive 
for storage of private keys, protected 
by either a PIN, password or both. You 
may also want to manage your risk 
exposure by splitting your total holdings 
across several private keys, hosted 
independently of each other.

CHECKLIST 
•  Amazon Web Services, Google, 

Mailchimp and Microsoft accept and 
are responsive to abuse reports. 

•  WordPress has published detailed 
advice for webmasters of compromised 
WordPress sites, as does Microsoft for 
hacked Office365 accounts. Google 
has also published advice applicable to 
most website administrators.

Content hosting 
and distribution 
services abused 
in malware 
campaigns 
Malware campaigns continue to use 
compromised accounts at popular 
online service providers to host and 
distribute malicious content. We have 
observed numerous campaigns in which 
compromised user accounts at large third 
party mailing list providers are used for 
sending victims phishing lures (emails) or 
for hosting malicious content. We also 
continue to observe campaigns that 
direct victims to content hosted using 
compromised accounts at cloud storage, 
web hosting and content management 
system providers. The abuse of well-
known brands helps attackers to avoid 
blacklists and to fool victims into thinking 
they are connecting to a legitimate site.
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    Cyber Security:  
Trends and Observations
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Governments  
go public on attack 
attribution  
The governments of Australia, Great Britain and 
the United States have demonstrated they are 
willing to publicly attribute malicious cyber activity 
to nation-state groups in recent months. While 
the US Government set a precedent in 2014 with 
the indictment of five Chinese nationals blamed 
for attacks on US industryviii, since December 
2017 the aforementioned allies have stepped up 
attribution of high-profile attacks to Iran, Russia 
and North Korea. In late 2017, the UK, US and 
Australia publicly named The Lazarus Group as 
affiliates of the North Korean government and 
responsible for the outbreak of the WannaCry 
worm. In mid-February 2018, the UK, US and 
Australia publicly attributed the NotPetya worm 
to Russian state-based actors. US authorities 
have since charged nine Iraniansix with 
stealing intellectual property from universities, 
government agencies and private companies 
(including several Australian universities). US-
CERT has meanwhile released threat intelligence 
that attributes malicious activity launched against 
the US energy sector to Russian operativesx.

CHECKLIST 
•  We expect with moderate confidence 

that in coming months the US 
Government will release further 
indictments against Russian 
nationals accused of orchestrating or 
conducting spear-phishing and other 
malicious attacks against US political 
parties and election infrastructure. 
Several media reports have surfaced 
that directly link Russian operatives 
with the actors responsible for 
hacking the Clinton campaign. 

•  Further indictments will likely 
escalate geopolitical tensions 
between Russia and the United 
States.

Australia a testing 
ground for new 
malware 
Organised cybercriminal groups appear to view Australia 
as a testing ground for new malware. In late 2016, we 
observed early versions of the TrickBot Trojan targeting 
customers of Australian banks before targeting other 
countries. In 2017, 
analysts at IBM 
X-Force noted that 
a novel version 
of the Ursnif/Gozi 
trojan also targeted 
Australians first. 
The distribution of 
Marcher malware 
– which targets 
devices running 
the Android 
OS – followed a 
similar pattern. 
We speculate 
that Australians 
are targeted 
first because 
of Australia’s 
relative prosperity, 
high take-up of 
online banking 
innovations by 
Australians, and 
Australia’s relatively 
concentrated retail 
banking market. 

Misconfigured servers 
recruited 
into DDoS 
botnets
Today’s attacker is armed with 
free and perfectly legal tools 
for searching the internet for 
evidence of misconfigured 
devices, enabling exploitation on 
a previously unimagined scale. 
While botnets can be used for 
many purposes – including 
distribution of spam and 
malware – they are at their most 
disruptive when harnessed 
for Distributed Denial-of-
Service attacks. Attacks have 
evolved from exploitation 
of IoT devices installed with 
factory default usernames 
and passwords (Mirai attacks, 
2016-18) to IoT devices 
with unpatched firmware 
vulnerabilities (Satori attacks, 
2017/18) and most recently to 
servers using memcached, 
a memory caching system 
used to drive better 
performance from database-
intensive web applications. 
Attackers were able to abuse 
common misconfigurations 
in memcached to produce 
massive amplification attacks 
against GitHub and a large US 
service provider that exceeded 
1.7 Tbps. 

CHECKLIST 
 •  Organisations highly reliant on 

online channels for revenues 
may need to weigh up the 
high costs of subscribing to 
DDoS mitigation services 
versus potential losses from 
downtime. Targeted industries 
should also consider placing 
limits on the volume of traffic 
from suspect international 
sources. The UK National 
Cyber Security Centre recently 
consolidated its advicevi on 
protecting your organisation 
from DDoS attacks.

•  Organisations that make use 
of memcached are advisedvii to 
disable UDP (if not used) and 
firewall memcached servers 
from the internet.  

•  Aways change the default 
credentials on an internet-
connected device.

•  The source code for both Mirai 
and Satori have been published 
online, as have Proof of 
Concept tools for further abuse 
of memcached. We can say 
with high confidence that new 
DDoS botnets will emerge, 
driven by broader knowledge 
of this tradecraft, a strong 
market for developing software 
exploits and a flood of cheap 
new IoT devices connecting for 
the first time.

CHECKLIST 
•  The Australian Signals Directorate 

provides useful lists of preventative 
controls to mitigate the risk of 
malware infection. The ASD’s 
‘Essential Eight’ recommends that 
organisations enact vulnerability 
and patch management programsiii, 
as well as controls that prohibit 
all but previously-vetted software 
applications from running on a 
system (application whitelistingiv) 
and prohibit execution of all but 
trusted (digitally signed) macrosv.

•  End users should be instructed to 
keep web browsers and operating 
systems up-to-date, to be cautious 
of opening file attachments or 
clicking on hyperlinks on emails 
from untrusted sources, and to only 
download mobile apps from official 
online app stores. 

•  Commonwealth Bank has made 
available a set of online learning 
modules that our valued customers 
can use to educate their staff on 
how to avoid malware infection. Talk 
to your relationship manager if you 
would like to trial these modules.

By the  
Numbers

8%of Chrome 
users 
now have 

Adobe Flash enabled, 
down from 80% in 2014

43% 
of logins to Akamai-
protected online services 
in Nov 2017 were 
deemed malicious.

Lloyds modelling suggests 
a cyber incident that takes 
a top US cloud provider 
offline for 3-6 days would 
result in losses between   

US$6.9 &  
US$14.7 
billion 

According to Symantec,  

5175 
phishing sites imitated 
Office365 log-in pages  
in December 2017
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   Deep Dive:  
Proven defences for pocket change
The case for password managers and two-step verification

For years, advice on passwords has been 
consistent: create a long password; 
make it a non-dictionary word comprised 

of letters, numbers and symbols, and make 
it unique for every service. Even if users are 
aware of this advice, there remains a disparity 
between what they acknowledge they should 
do and what they actually do. A 2016 study 
found that 55% of users claim to understand 
the risks of poor password habits, but 
over 60% don’t actually put the advice into 
practicexi. When scholars assess the strength 
(randomness and length) of passwords actually 
in use, the situation can look even worse. 

The proliferation of online services means that 
the practice of maintaining many random, long 
passwords for each service is too onerous and 
daunting for most users. The human brain is 
not up to the task of recalling dozens of long, 
random strings. As the author of cult comic 
strip xkcd quipped long ago: “through 20 years 
of effort, we’ve successfully trained everyone 
to use passwords that are hard for humans to 
remember, but easy for computers to guess.”xix

Security professionals must now accept that 
because the observed reality of password 
practices differ so vastly from the official 
advice, the advice we give needs to be  
re-assessed.   

This report contains general advice for educational purposes only. Please consult your cyber security team and legal counsel for advice specific to your organisation.

Stop blaming the users 
Over the past two years, standards bodies have 
recognised this quandary and suggested more 
pragmatic alternatives. A paper by Microsoft 
published in May 2016xx concluded that while 
eight characters was the bare minimum for 
a user-defined passphrase, administrators 

Brett Winterford 
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and Capability, Commonwealth Bank 

Adam Smallhorn 
Graduate, Commonwealth Bank

shouldn’t mandate which characters are 
included in a password, nor should they force 
users to change passwords for web services 
arbitrarily.  

The US National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) followed up the Microsoft 

paper with the release of draft guidelinesxxi that 
started to put some of the onus for credential 
management back on administrators.  

The new guidelines recommended users be 
given the freedom to create “memorised strings” 
with characters and a length of their choosing in 
order to encourage creation of “passphrases” as 
opposed to “passwords”.   

The only proviso: these passphrases should be 
at least 8 characters if chosen by the user or 6 if 
provided by the service provider – long enough 
to make them difficult for a computer to guess, 
but flexible enough for users to create something 
they can actually recall. 
 
Further, administrators should: 
•  Remove maximum length  

restrictions for passwords  
 The new guidelines recommend a minimum 
password length of 8 characters (though a 
higher minimum is also encouraged) and a 
maximum password length of at least 64 
characters. (If the method of storing passwords 
adhered to best practice – salting and hashing 
– the output should be of a fixed length, 
anyway.) 

•  Remove special character requirements 
  Allow users to compose a password with 

THE ADVICE THE REALITY THE RISK

Passwords 
should be 
random

47% of passwords based on a name.

42% based on significant dates or 
numbers, such as birthdays.

26% based on pets.

14% based on locations or places  
of interest. 
Lastpass, 2016.xi

Brute force guessing of passwords. 

The computation readily available to attackers today 
(via use of GPUs and cloud services) means that any 
password based on dictionary words, name or locations 
can be cracked by an attacker’s software in an instant. 

A password of eight random lowercase characters can be 
cracked in under 7 seconds. But with only a few additional 
characters, the time required to crack a password climbs 
into trillions of centuries.

A single GPU-based system can test over 33 billion 
passwords per second.xiii

Harnessing multiple cloud services can test 348 billion 
passwords per second.xiv

Passwords 
should be 
unique for 
each service

38% of surveyed users reuse the 
same password across different sites.

20% modify an existing password 
across multiple services. 
Virginia Tech, 2017 xiv

20% of passwords in a sample of 1 
billion stolen credentials were reused 
at least once across 31 different 
services. 

27% used modifications of existing 
password across multiple services.  
Hasso-Plattner Institute, 2016 xviii

Password reuse attacks.

Credentials stolen in phishing campaigns and data 
breaches can be used in large-scale attacks against other 
services. When a password is shared or permutated 
across multiple services, a single breach at one service 
provider provides attacker access to the victim’s other 
services, resulting in comprehensive identity theft.

There are several billion stolen credential pairs available to 
attackers from historical data breachesxvi.

Over 10m+ password reuse attacks are launched against 
Microsoft’s online platformsxvii every day.

Figure 1: Passwords, by the numbers
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Proven defences for pocket change
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their own choice of character sets, without 
the requirement to necessarily use symbols, 
uppercase letters and numbers. Instead, 
policies should allow and encourage users to 
increase the overall length of their password 
to provide added entropy, without diminishing 
their ability to recall it. 

•  Ban users from registering  
with common passwords 
Attackers often make use of lists of the top 
(10,000 or so) passwords found in data 
breaches when they attempt brute-force 
attacks on user accounts at other services. 
(A brute force attack is essentially a large 
numbers of guesses using automated tools). 
Defenders should learn from their adversaries 
and use the same lists to ban obvious and 
vulnerable passwords. 

•  Avoid the use of knowledge-based 
authentication and password hints  
Methods of knowledge-based authentication, 
such as reset questions, date of birth, 
address etc. should be avoided. These 
details are often trivially located by attackers 
performing any light reconnaissance against 
a target. Similarly, admins should abandon 
the use of password hints as a means of 
password recovery. If a user is uncertain 
of a password, it is recommended they be 

asked to reset it and authenticate via alternate 
means. 

•  Offer two-step verification  
Give users authenticating with your service the 
option of verifying their log-in with a randomly-
generated code sent to their mobile device, 
for example. This creates greater friction and 
difficulty for attackers that attempt to use 
stolen credentials to access accounts. 

•  Enable “risk-based” multi-factor 
authentication challenges.  
Privileged (administrative) or remote access 
to systems should require a second factor 
of authentication – typically by adding a 
‘something you have’ (a physical token unique 
to the user, for example) or ‘something you are’ 
(a fingerprint, for example) to the ‘something 
you know’ (username and password). 

Accepting the risks of using 
password managers
A further piece of advice being reconsidered 
is the use of password managers. Password 
managers are applications that allow users to 
store multiple passwords and other credentials 
in a single location that is protected with a single 
strong ‘master password’. The stored data is 
encrypted using the master password.
With these tools in hand, a user only needs to 

remember a single master password. All other 
passwords can be computer-generated as 
long, random and (therefore) secure strings. 

Some of these apps integrate with the web 
browser to automate the log-in experience, with 
‘copy and paste’ as a fall-back, in an attempt 

PROTECTION PROS CONS  

Multi-factor authentication 
challenges users to authenticate 
(prove their identity) before 
accessing a system by combining 
two of the following: ‘something 
you know’ (username and 
password), ‘something you have’ 
(a physical token that generates 
pseudo-random codes, for 
example) and/or ‘something you 
are’ (a fingerprint, for example).

•  Limits attackers from accessing 
a service using only a stolen 
username and password.

•  Administrative cost of provisioning 
physical tokens

•  Inconvenience to users.

Two-step verification  
challenges users to authenticate 
(prove their identity) in more than 
one channel before they can 
access a system. 

•  Limits attackers from accessing 
a service using only a stolen 
username and password.

•  Fast becoming ubiquitous for 
popular online services.

•  Cheaper to deploy in enterprise 
environments.

•  A small inconvenience for users 
when logging into an online service. 

•  Not 100% foolproof – some phishing 
scams seek mobile phone numbers 
and other data to help bypass these 
challenges.

Anomaly detection based 
on the user’s device profile. 
Detects when an account access 
is attempted using a new device 
or from a strange location and 
presents additional verification 
checks.

•  Very little inconvenience for users. 
(If anything, provides users greater 
confidence in the security of your 
service).

•  When well-implemented, relieves 
security teams to focus on areas of 
heightened risk.

•  Not 100% foolproof - sophisticated 
phishing campaigns steal user-agent 
information and use it to bypass 
these controls.

Password managers help users 
create long, complex, unique 
passphrases for every online 
service.

•  Automatically creates passphrases 
that are computationally difficult for 
properly stored (hashed and salted) 
passwords stolen in a data breach 
to be converted into plaintext for 
password re-use attacks.

•  Not 100% foolproof – password 
management software and services 
are an attractive target for black hat 
hackers and security researchers 
alike, and have been prone to 
vulnerabilities and breaches.

Figure 2: Imperfect solutions with proven value

       Policies should encourage users to increase the 
overall length of their password to provide added 
entropy, without diminishing their ability to recall it.
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to make authentication with online services 
seamless. Some synchronise access to 
stored credentials over the internet, allowing 
for access from multiple devices. Others offer 
password sharing amongst teams – so access 
to shared accounts can be granted and 
revoked via the app, and any changes to the 
password can be synced across all the whole 
team seamlessly in the background.  

Security professionals have traditionally been 
reticent to recommend password managers, 
for all the right reasons. It does, after all, 
concentrate the risk of losing the compendium 
of  access secrets a user has by storing them 
in a single place. One weak master password 
and the whole idea falls apart. Just about 
every password manager that has achieved 
respectable market penetration - LastPassxxii, 
1Passwordxxiii and more recently Keeper - has 
been found wanting by security researchersxxiv 
or, in the case of LastPassxxv, has suffered a 
data breach. 

Regardless, standards bodies have to weigh 
up which is the greater risk: the compromise 
of an encrypted password manager, offered 
by organisations with the strongest motivation 
to secure their software, or the continuing 
problem of password re-use attacks, which 
are rampant? 

Standards bodies aren’t falling over themselves 
to recommend password managers, but the 
hints are there that they accept that these 
tools result in an overall reduction in risk. 
NIST’s revised 2016 guidelines encouraged 
administrators to allow passwords to be “pasted” 
into fields to encourage users to choose 
longer, more complex strings – which could be 
viewed as a tacit endorsement of password 
managers. In September 2016, the NCSC urged 
administratorsxxvi to reduce any unnecessary 
burdens on users in scenarios where “the 
security benefit is marginal” – and noted that 
this might extend to providing “a sanctioned 
mechanism” to help users manage passwords.  

The advice came with caveats. The NCSC 
advised usersxxvii to avoid storing high-risk 
passwords (such as administrator credentials, for 
example) in these services. In a more recent blog 
titled “Living with Password Reusexxviii”, the UK 
body made distinctions between passwords for 
“low value” services that contain little personal 
or irreplaceable data and offer no opportunity to 
spend your money, and “high-value services”, 
for which both password re-use and storage 
present additional risks. It might be appropriate 
to store long, complex, random strings used as 
passphrases for the dozens of online services 
you subscribe to, but arguably presents 
too great a risk for access to your banking, 

superannuation or tax records. Access to your 
primary personal email account might also fit 
into that “high-value services” bucket.  

The Australian Signals Directorate updated 
its password advice in October 2017xxix to 
acknowledge that administrators need to reduce 
the credential management burden on users, 
but it continues to stop short of recommending 
the use of a password managers.  

Some security professionals view password 
managers as a Band-Aid solution to systemic 
credential management problems.  It’s well 
past the point that a username and password is 
sufficient protection for any high-value service. 
Such services should be protected by two-step 
verification at a minimum, if not multi-factor 
authenticationxxx. 

Moving towards multi-factor 
Multi-factor authentication challenges 
users to authenticate (prove their identity) 

by complementing ‘something you know’ 
(username and password) with ‘something you 
have’ (a physical token that generates pseudo-
random codes, for example) and/or ‘something 
you are’ (a fingerprint, for example). 

The ASD recommends multi-factor 
authentication be used when accessing highly 
sensitive data or systems (such as administrative 
access or authorising large payments) or for 
access in higher risk scenarios (such as remote 
access to systems).  

While there is some argument as to whether it 
meets the definition of ‘something you have’, 
many online service providers now offer ‘Two-
Step Verification’ as an additional authentication 
step after providing ‘something you know’ (such 
as a password). 

Typically this requires a user to enter a secret in 
more than one channel before they can access 
a system. They usually must combine something 

Standards bodies aren’t falling over 
themselves to recommend password managers, 
but the hints are there that they accept that 
these tools result in an overall reduction in risk
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they know (a username and secret password on 
a web interface, for example) via one channel, 
and verify this access via a random set of 
characters (code) sent to their mobile device. 

For only a second or two of inconvenience, this 
form of verification offers a cheap and scalable 
defence against the majority of cyber-enabled 
fraud events an individual might face today. And 
with most online services including two-step 
verification as a free security option – it’s now 
also easy to teach users how to apply it. 

Cheap and actionable 
No security professional will tell you that 
Password Managers or Two-Step Verification 
are perfect controls impervious to abuse by 
attackers.  

But at the end of the day, both impose a cost on 
the attacker without much burden on the user, 
and serve as practical tools to teach users about 
the need to better manage their credentials.  

Samantha Wood and Luke Hopewell  
contributed to this Deep Dive. 

Figure 3: It’s easy! Set up two-step verification for your (personal) online services today. 

Service Set-up Works with 
Google 
Authenticator?

Works with 
Microsoft 
Authenticator?

1. Select ‘Account Settings’ from the top menu and choose ‘Sign-in options’. 
2.  Choose between enrolling your device using the MyGov Access App or enrolling your phone number to receive sign-in codes 

via SMS.
✘ ✘

1. Click on your ‘Google Account’ icon (your photo/avatar), and choose ‘My Account’. 
2. Click on ‘Sign-in and Security’ or navigate directly to ‘’Signing in to Google’. 
3.  Choose ‘2-Step Verification’ and follow the prompts to enrol your device and choose between receiving text messages  

or in-App codes using Google Authenticator.

✔ ✔

1. Click on your ‘Microsoft Account’ icon (your photo/avatar), and choose ‘Edit Profile’. 
2. Select ‘Security’ from the top menu and select ‘more security options’.  
3.  Under ‘Additional Security Options’, choose ‘Two-step verification’, and choose whether to verify your identity with Microsoft’s 

authentication app or SMS.

✘ ✔

1. Choose the ‘Settings’ icon from the top right of your navigation menu, then ‘Security’ from the sub-menu. 
2. ‘Update’ your ‘Security Key’ to register your phone number to receive access codes via SMS. ✘ ✘
1. Choose ‘Settings’ from the drop-down menu on the top right of your Facebook navigation bar. 
2.  Select ‘Security and Login’ from the navigation menu on the left-hand side of your screen and choose to ‘Edit’ your settings for 

‘Use two-factor authentication’. Follow the prompts to enrol your device or to choose an App for generating access codes.
✔ ✔

1. Click on your ‘Profile and Settings’ icon (your photo/avatar), and choose ‘Review your login verification methods’. 
2. Choose whether you would like to receive your access codes via a text message (SMS) or a Mobile security app. ✔ ✔
1. Click on the ‘Me’ icon (your photo/avatar), and choose ‘Settings and Privacy’. 
2. Select Privacy from the sub-navigation bar and scroll to the bottom to activate “two-step authentication.” 
3. You will be asked to supply LinkedIn your mobile phone number before verifying it for use as a second-factor.

✘ ✘

1. Click on your photo/avatar in the top-right corner of the screen and choose ‘Settings’. 
2. Choose ‘Security’ from the navigation bar and toggle on ‘Two-step verification’. 
3. Dropbox offers the choice to receive access codes via a text message (SMS) or a Mobile security app.

✔ ✔

1. Select ‘account and lists’ from the menu bar, and choose ‘your account’. 
2. Select ‘Login and security’ from the menu. Then select ‘edit’ under ‘Advanced Security Settings’. 
3.  Amazon provides a detailed overview of Two-Step verification and the choice to receive access codes via a text message 

(SMS) or a Mobile security app.

✔ ✔

1. On iOS, Access your ‘Password & Security’ settings in your ‘Settings’ app (Settings > [your name] > Password & Security) 
2.  OR on Mac OS X, go to the ‘Apple Menu’, open ‘System Preferences’ > ‘iCloud’ > ’Account Details’. Click ‘Security’ and turn 

on Two-Factor Authentication
3. Apple offers the choice of receiving access codes via SMS or automated phone call. 

✘ ✘

          

       For only a second or two of inconvenience, this form 
of verification offers a cheap and scalable defence 
against the majority of cyber-enabled fraud events
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Europe’s GDPR sets 
new bar for privacy 
protection
The European Union is heading towards the 
commencement of its General Data Protection 
Regulation scheme in May, a set of privacy regulations 
that carry the potential to impose heavy fines on 
organisations 
found to be 
non-compliant. 
Australian 
businesses may 
be subject to 
GDPR if they 
specifically target 
EU citizens when 
offering goods 
or services, 
and in doing 
so collect data. 
Non-compliant 
businesses can be 
fined 4% of their 
global revenue or 
20 million Euros, 
whichever is 
higher.

Transport smartcard case 
highlights the need for 
‘privacy by design’ 
A ruling against Transport for NSW (TfNSW) handed down by the 
NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal has found that retaining 
trip information was not 
“reasonably necessary” as part 
of the normal use of the state’s 
contactless ‘Opal’ card. Opal 
cards are required to be tapped 
on and off when using state 
transit services, and the system 
retains travel information as 
an inherent part of its design. 
While the retention of these 
travel records are seen by 
many customers as a utility (for 
expense tracking, for example), 
there is no provision to opt out 
of this tracking. The judgment 
found that Opal users should 
have the ability to use an 
unregistered card, and that 
the collection and retention 
of said data is not reasonably 
necessary to the operation of 
the system. 

Introduction of 
.au domains 
present new 
brand risks 
Australian businesses that manage their 
own web presence face new brand 
imitation risks after the .au Domain 
Administration (auDA) announced it 
would introduce .au to complement 
.com.au domains. Under this change, 
organisations wishing to protect their 
brand identity may be required to register 
(and pay for) both a .com.au address as 
well as a .au address. A business that 
currently has a .com.au address will not 
be migrated to the .au top-level domain 
automatically. Business owners have 
opposed the plan, noting that it would 
require them to spend up to twice the 
money and effort to defensively acquire 
domains to prevent rogue or malicious 
entities from registering the domains for 
trademark or brand-infringing behaviour. 
They argue that there is little awareness 
of the proposal, and the only conceivable 
benefit is to bolster the profitability of 
commercial entities that register domains.

Consider whether a 
system’s design allows 
for users to opt out of 
data collection

CHECKLIST 
•  Review whether your business 

targets EU citizens in offering goods 
or services (i.e. has an office in 
the EU, markets in EU languages, 
offers services from a web site with 
an .eu domain, and/or trades in EU 
currencies) and, if so, seek legal 
advice. 

•  Any Australian business entity that 
does business in the EU involving 
access to an EU citizen’s data must 
ensure that they have systems and 
processes in place ahead of the 
GDPR commencement date of 25 
May, 2018. 

•  Read the EU GDPR FAQ for a plain-
English guide to the legislation.

CHECKLIST 
•  While the decision is likely to be 

appealed, privacy experts note 
that the judgment is instructive. 
Organisations must ensure that the 
privacy expectations of users and 
regulators are considered when 
designing complex systems that 
capture user data, to ensure that 
private information is only captured 
and stored when essential to the 
operation of the service. 

•  Organisations wishing to scale 
their online services internationally 
should consider whether the 
system’s design allows for users 
to opt out of any data collection 
beyond the stated, primary purpose 
of the application, and whether this 
data can be accessed, modified or 
deleted by the user. 

CHECKLIST 
•  Any organisation that offers 

transactional services over a .com.
au or .net.au domain should consider 
whether the introduction of direct .au 
registration necessitates defensive 
acquisition of these new domains. 

•  Submissions to an auDA discussion 
paper on direct registration have 
closed. The .au Policy Review 
Panel continues to debate how and 
when direct registration should be 
introduced. The minutes of recent 
meetings suggest that organisations 
with .com.au addresses will be given 
a three-to-six month window to 
defensively register .au addresses 
(“priority registration”). The panel 
is also considering options for how 
auDA should resolve a dispute on .au 
registrations as there are likely to be 
competing claims for .au addresses in 
cases where different organisations 
own the rights to .com.au, .net.au, .org.
au etc. The most likely outcome is a 
system that considers how long each 
of those domains has been held or 
registered by an entity, a preference 
system (towards .com.au, for example), 
and/or a lottery.
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At CommBank, protecting your business from online fraud is our priority. CommBiz offers reassurance  
that your business’s finances are protected with state-of-the-art security features so you can bank online  
with confidence.

Login and Payment Protection

•  CommBiz uses Two Factor Authentication which 
provides additional protection when logging in  
and making payments

•  Customisable controls allow for different levels 
of staff access and permissions to support your 
internal security and approval policies

Security Token

•  All CommBiz authorisers and administrators  
are provided with a security token

•  Security tokens provide a second factor  
of authentication by generating a one-time  
password in addition to the standard login  
ID and password access

NetLock Device

•  NetLock is a USB security device that secures your 
connection to CommBiz every time you log on from 
any USB enabled device

•  NetLock is portable, easy to use and requires  
no additional software installation

Systems, Monitoring and Support

•  CommBank proactively monitors payments to 
identify suspicious transactions

•  In addition to user audit logs, all actions made in 
CommBiz are recorded with a date and time stamp

•  In case fraud does take place, we’re here to  
help with readily available support and simple,  
clear resolution processes

If you suspect any fraudulent activity on your account please call 13 23 29 immediately.

Protecting 
your business 
is our priority

At CommBiz, we know that protecting your business is essential. 

That’s why we’re removing all fees for CommBiz Security Tokens 
and NetLock USB devices from 1 April 2018.

Now you can enjoy free access to secure online business banking 
– that’s our guarantee. To order a Security Token or NetLock USB 
device, or to find out about the CommBiz Security Guarantee, call 
13 2339, or visit commbank.com.au/commbizsecurityguarantee.

NetLock is a USB security device that secures your connection to CommBiz  
every time you log on from any USB-enabled device.

CommBiz Security Guarantee safeguards you, offering to refund losses  
from unauthorised, externally manipulated transactions*.

CommBiz uses Two Factor Authentication which provides additional protection  
when logging in and making payments via security tokens.

These security tokens generate a one-time password in addition to the standard login process.

Things you should know:

* To find out more details about the conditions of the CommBiz Security Guarantee, please refer to the’Security Guarantee’ section of the CommBiz Terms and Conditions available on the CommBank website (commbank.com.au/commbizsecurityguarantee).

As this information has been prepared without considering your objectives, financial situation or needs, you should, before acting on this information, consider its appropriateness to your circumstances.  Please view our Financial Services Guide.  
Terms and conditions for CommBiz, as well as associated fees are available on the CommBank website (commbank.com.au/business/online-banking/commbiz). If you have a complaint, the Bank’s dispute resolution process can be accessed on 13 2221. 

Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124 AFSL and Australian credit license 234945.

Protecting  
your business  
is our priority
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    Phish Eyes
Recent phishing lures for your security awareness  
teams. Report hoax emails to hoax@cba.com.au

One of the most pernicious impacts of hacking, 
phishing and other malicious cyber activity 
is erosion of trust in online services and the 
institutions that provide them. 

The role of cyber security teams is to safeguard 
that trust.

A person is more likely to place their trust in an 
organisation that takes pride in being first to 
market with new and more effective security 
features. Trust is further earned when a service 
provider takes a proactive, transparent approach 
to alerting customers about security issues – 
such as warning them of unusual activity taking 
place in their account.

Unfortunately, attackers that specialise in social 
engineering seek to abuse this trust, knowing 
that keeping people second-guessing about 
security works in the attackers’ favour.

One of the oldest tricks in the phisherman’s 
book was spam that urged recipients to “reset 
passwords” for popular online services in order 
to convince them to enter their credentials on 
the attacker’s (brand-infringing) web site. Your 
service provider is highly unlikely to send you 
emails asking you to disclose such confidential 
details.

As security mechanisms have evolved, so too 
has attacker tradecraft. Today, a large number of 
organisations employ two-step verification to  
secure access to their services. This additional 
check creates additional barriers for attackers 
because they can no longer access an account 
armed only a stolen username and password. 
But conversely, it has also given attackers a new 
medium – SMS – and new forms of messaging to 
play with - in order to dupe victims into clicking 
on their campaigns. 

In recent years, growth in the number of phishing 
campaigns sent over short message service 
(SMS) that target online banking customer has 
outstripped those sent by email. The majority of 
these messages use security-related themes to 
lure the recipient into clicking a hyperlink to their 
web site.
Some online service providers baseline patterns 
of ‘typical’ activity for users of their app and alert 
customers when behaviour falls outside the usual 
range of activity. 

Users can be notified, for example, if their 
account is accessed via a new (non-enrolled) 
device typically gleaned from a combination of 
data including information in the user agent string 
(the information your browser provides a website 

When phishing campaigns  
imitate the security team 

Source: CBA Cyber Security Centre, February 2018
Note: These messages are clearly not from Commonwealth Bank! Spoofing the phone number used by a service provider 
to send messages to clients is relatively trivial and is an inherent security weakness in SMS.

so it renders correctly), directly from the GET 
request (such as IP address and other routing 
information) and other information relevant to 
your profile. 

As with many aspects of cyber security, the 
technology is the easy part. The more difficult 
problem is alerting customers about malicious 
activity in ways that can’t be repurposed by 
attackers. 

Famously, the attack that exposed the emails 
of US Presidential Candidate Hillary Clinton 
reportedly began with a fake notification from 
Google, alerting her campaign chairman John 
Podesta to suspicious attempts to log-in to his 
Gmail account. The email that (reportedly) snared John Podesta. Source: Wikileaks
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    Phish Eyes

Cybercriminals today use the same triggers to 
try to convince users of online banking, webmail, 
cloud storage and other online services to click on 
links to phishing pages or to web servers that host 
malware. 

We have observed that attributes of these scams 
are recycled across multiple campaigns, each with 
slight permutations on:

• The subject line,
• The body text,
• The service provider mimicked (logo, text, web 
address),
• The destination URL of the link (the scammers 
make use of many compromised web sites to host 
phishing pages).

One recent variation on the theme – specific to 
phishing attacks against online banking customers 
- is to claim that the recipient’s credit card has been 
used to make payments at a named retailer, airline 
or online service provider. This prompts the victim 
to click on the link to dispute the transaction.

Mitigating the threat
Online service providers must have strong 
processes in place that govern how they 
communicate with clients. 

It’s essential that security communications to 
customers have the same consistent identity as 
marketing communications, to give customers the 
best chance to identify poorly-crafted imitations. 
But we must equally expect that phishing kits will 
be marketed to cybercriminals that successfully 
imitate a brand identity and include messages that 
customers of that service have grown familiar with.

Online service providers of any reasonable 
scale require 24x7 operations to monitor the 
internet for early signs of phishing campaigns, 
so live campaigns can be shut down within 
a short window of exposure. Large clients of 
Commonwealth Bank are welcome to tour our 
Cyber Security Centre should they wish to learn 
how the bank manages this issue.

Organisations that wish to protect their employees 
from phishing should employ mechanisms to 
filter out spam at the gateway – using both email 
filtering products and services and SPF/DKIM and 
DMARC rules to quarantine spoofed mail. The 

Figure 1 - Security messages from large online service providers 
are often mimicked by attackers. Source: ASB 

Source: CBA Cyber Security Centre and ASB – February - April 2018

These scams attempt to scare victims into clicking 
on a link in an email by suggesting there has been 
unusual activity detected on their account. The link 
then directs them to a fake webpage where they 
are asked to provide their credentials (username 
and password) to log-in.

Commonwealth Bank’s Cyber Security Centre 
routinely indexes and analyses these scams. While 
the email lures used in these campaigns vary in 
sophistication, when it comes to graphic design 
and spelling, the triggers are relatively consistent. 

UK National Cyber Security Centre has published 
comprehensive advice on these and other phishing 
defencesxxxiv.

Ultimately, the best defence is security awareness 
training and education campaigns that teach staff 
and customers how to identify common phishing 
techniques. 

Customers should know how to verify the 
authenticity of a message they are unsure about, 
such as navigating directly to a service provider’s 
web site rather than clicking on a link in an email. 
NetBank customers, for example, can view copies 
of messages they have received via email or mail in 
their NetBank inbox when they log-in. 

Service providers continue to work on new security 
mechanisms that protect the trust customers have 
in their services. We can be confident that even 
when these features are abused by attackers, 
they nonetheless add cost and complexity for the 
attacker. 
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Reporting a data breach  
For: legal practitioners, security awareness professionals, CISOs

The Office of the Australian Privacy Commissioner has updated its guide to managing data 
breachesxxxi, released alongside the introduction of mandatory data breach notification in the 
revised Privacy Act. Organisations that must comply with new EU GDPR regulations coming into 
effect after May 25, 2018 should consider reporting obligations under this new legislationxxxii. 

When do I report an incident to the ACSC? 
For: legal practitioners, security awareness professionals, CISOs

The Australian Cyber Security Centre has published guidancexxxiii on what cyber security 
events should trigger a report to the ACSC, and via which channels. This is a separate 
consideration to compliance obligations under the Privacy Act (reporting to the Office of the 
Australian Privacy Commissioner) or under specific industry regulations. 

Building resilience against phishing  
For: CISOs, security awareness professionals

The UK National Cyber Security Centre has neatly summarised its advice on how to defend 
staff against phishing attacksxxxiv. The advice spans across four layers of both human and 
technical controls: 
1.  Making it difficult for attackers to reach your users 

Filter incoming email and use SPF/DKIM and DMARC to protect use of your domain for 
sending email.

2.  Training users in how to identify and report suspected phishing emails –  
Implement security awareness and phishing simulation campaigns, and simple procedures 
for staff to report phishing attempts.

3.  Protecting your organisation for the impact of undetected phishing emails 
Keep OS and applications up-to-date, harden devices, limit user privileges, and consider 
multi-factor authentication and other additional access controls.

4.  Responding quickly to incidents 
Implement Security Monitoring and well-understood Incident Response Plans.

This report contains general advice for educational purposes only. Please consult your cyber security team and legal counsel for advice specific to your organisation.

    Better Practice:
The latest advice your technology team  
should consider when setting security policies:

Organisations need to focus on how quickly they  
can respond to a DoS attack to lessen the impact

Be prepared for DDoS attacks 
For: CISOs, network and availability teams

The UK National Cyber Security Centre recently consolidated its advice on protecting your 
organisation from DDoS attacksvi. While the advice acknowledges that “it is not possible to 
fully eliminate the risk that a DoS will be successful”, organisations need to focus on how 
quickly they can respond to lessen the impact. 
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i https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/content/files/protected_files/article_files/ACD%20-%20one%20year%20on_0.pdf
ii https://www.arbornetworks.com/blog/asert/netscout-arbor-confirms-1-7-tbps-ddos-attack-terabit-attack-era-upon-us/
iii https://www.asd.gov.au/publications/protect/assessing_security_vulnerabilities_and_patches.htm
iv https://www.asd.gov.au/publications/protect/application_whitelisting.htm
v https://www.asd.gov.au/publications/protect/Microsoft_Office_Macro_Security.pdf
vi https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/denial-service-dos-guidance-collection
vii https://blog.cloudflare.com/memcrashed-major-amplification-attacks-from-port-11211/
viii https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/us-charges-five-chinese-military-hackers-cyber-espionage-against-us-corporations-and-labor
ix https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/nine-iranians-charged-in-hacking-scheme-032318
x https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA18-074A
xi https://blog.lastpass.com/2016/09/infographic-introducing-the-psychology-of-passwords.html/
xiii  http://blog.zorinaq.com/whitepixel-breaks-286-billion-passwordsec/
xiv https://securityledger.com/2012/12/new-25-gpu-monster-devours-passwords-in-seconds/
xv  http://people.cs.vt.edu/gangwang/pass.pdf
xvi  haveibeenpwned.com
xvii  https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Microsoft_Password_Guidance-1.pdf
xviii  https://www.presseportal.de/pm/22537/3503172 
xix  https://xkcd.com/936/
xx https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Microsoft_Password_Guidance-1.pdf
xxi  https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html#sec5
xxii  LastPass, 1Password and more recently Keeper
xxiii  https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/12/microsoft-is-forcing-users-to-install-a-critically-flawed-password-manager/
xxiv  https://team-sik.org/trent_portfolio/password-manager-apps/
xxv  https://blog.lastpass.com/2015/06/lastpass-security-notice.html/
xxvi https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/password-guidance-simplifying-your-approach
xxvii  https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/helping-end-users-manage-their-passwords
xxviii  https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/living-password-re-use
xxix  https://www.asd.gov.au/publications/protect/passphrase-requirements.htm
xxx  https://www.asd.gov.au/publications/protect/passphrase-requirements.htm
xxxi  https://www.oaic.gov.au/agencies-and-organisations/guides/data-breach-preparation-and-response
xxxii https://gdpr-info.eu/art-33-gdpr/
xxxiii https://www.asd.gov.au/publications/protect/cyber-security-incident-reporting.htm
xxxiv https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/content/files/protected_files/guidance_files/Phishing%20Attacks%20-%20Defending%20Your%20Organisation.pdf
 

Endnotes

Observations made in Signals are made using the 
confidence matrix and estimative language used by 
the US CIA. Our choice of words is very deliberate 
and based on both data and observations we source 
from our own telemetry and a measured degree of 
confidence in external sources.

Confidence in our assessments

High Confidence – based on high quality information 
from which it is possible to derive a solid judgment. 

Moderate Confidence – based on information from 
trusted or reliable sources, without the necessary data 
or corroboration to warrant a higher level of confidence.

Low Confidence – the information is poorly 
corroborated, but is otherwise logical and consistent 
with a source’s motivations.

Certainty 100%

Almost Certain 93% (give or take 6%)

Probable 75% (give or take 12%)

Even 50% (give or take 10%)

Unlikely or “improbable” 30% (give or take 10%)

Impossible 0%
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